
The Keencut Evolution-E2 is the 
ultimate manual cutter for wide format 
sign and graphic materials. It offers 
Keencut’s market-leading Ultra High 
Precision accuracy and is packed with versatile 
convenience features designed to revolutionise the 
finishing process.

Ultra High Precision gives a factory-guaranteed 0.2mm 
straightness tolerance over the full length of the cut. This 
makes the Keencut Evolution-E2 perfect for demanding 
applications such as pop-up displays and wallpapers where 
uncompromising accuracy is the only answer.

The Keencut Evolution-E2 has been designed to make life 
easier for the busy print shop. Long cuts happen faster 
because clamping and cutting can be controlled from 
either end of the machine. Between jobs the whole unit 
can simply swing out of the way to leave the cutting table 
free for other work. 

Accuracy
•  The Evolution-E2 is produced using a specialist laser system to 

calibrate the full length of the cutting track

•  Every Evolution-E2 is factory guaranteed to cut straight to within 
0.2 mm along the full length, representing 1:15000 accuracy

•  Adjustable mounting brackets give a perfectly flat surface even if 
your bench is not

Quality
• 100% manufactured by Keencut technicians in England

• Super grade anodising for lifetime good looks and function

• 5 year comprehensive guarantee

•  Hard wearing, operator-adjustable polymer bearings are fully 
supported by a 20 year replacement guarantee

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
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Ultra High Precision - Guaranteed to 
cut within 0.2mm of a straight line for 
the whole length of the cutter.

Keencut designs and manufactures manual cutters for the print finishing and picture 
framing markets, with world-leading accuracy and reliability. We design and manufacture 
our entire product range at the Keencut factory in Corby, UK. 
We use the finest materials and state of the art 
manufacturing techniques to ensure the highest quality and 
reliability, and our products come with a minimum five-year 
comprehensive guarantee plus a minimum 20-year 
guarantee on all rotating and sliding bearings.

Baird Road
Willowbrook Industrial Estate

Corby, Northants, England
NN17 5ZA, United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0)1536 263158
sales@keencut.co.uk

www.keencut.comFor details of our other products download our Cutter Selector Guide u

“We chose the Evolution-E2 for the length of cut, quality 
of the product and easy change out from regular duty 
blades to heavy duty blades. It’s built extremely well 

and has lasted for years without any issues.”

Blazing Visuals
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DIMENSIONS
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Swing-Down 
Under Bench Storage
Unobstructed work surface 
when cutter is not in use

Maximum working convenience 
& space efficiency

Optional Evolution-E2 Bench
High grade, precision alloy construction for 
supreme strength and resilience

Unique joint lock gives double safety under 
heavy load and an ultra rigid structure

Extension kits available

Left & Right Flip Stops
Ideal for use when cutting dense, 
rigid board like PVC Foamboard and 
corrugated board

Locks tougher materials in place to 
ensure a perfect cut

Integral, Linked Lift & Hold
One operator can lift the complete cutter 
from either end for easy loading and 
positioning of media

Switchable Cutting Tracks
Switch between cutting groove and textile 
track in seconds

EV2160 EV2210 EV2260 EV2310 EV2360

Cut Length cm (“)       160 (64) 210 (84) 260 (104) 310 (124) 360 (144)

A cm (“) 193 (74) 243 (94) 293 (114) 343 (133) 393 (153)

B cm (“) 26 (10) 26 (10) 26 (10) 26 (10) 26 (10)

Packed Weight KG (lbs) 32 (70) 40 (88) 48 (106) 56 (123) 63 (139)

Packed Dimensions cm (“)
211x37x15
(83x15x6)

261x37x15
(103x15x6)

311x37x15
(123x15x6)

361x37x15
(143x15x6)

411x37x15
(163x15x6)

Double-Tool Head: Maximum versatility and convenience
This cutting head offers single handed cutting action in both directions and a choice of three types 
of blade holders which can be changed in seconds

By taking two blade holders simultaneously the operator can effortlessly adapt the Evolution-E2 
to suit the demands of the work-flow

All blade holders come with built-in blade locking and/or guards for safety

Graphik Blade Holders - 2 included
The purpose designed Graphik blade is ideal for 
tougher material like PVC Foamboard when extra 
blade stability is required

High grade steel & special tip design ensure increased 
durability & reduced tip breakage

Orientate for left-right or right-left cutting

Sliding blade depth adjuster allows for quick and easy 
blade extension up to 13mm

Medium Duty Blade Holder 
1 included
Uses standard 
-off-the-shelf 
utility blades for 
lighter duty 
applications or 
where a Graphik blade isn’t required

Adjust to a maximum blade depth 
of 10mm

Circular Blade Holder 
1 included
Cold cut delicate 
textiles and 
other fabrics 
without snagging

Ideal for trimming banners 
and posters where a knife would 
be too aggressive

Ultra High Precision - Guaranteed to 
cut within 0.2mm of a straight line for 
the whole length of the cutter.


